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Swami A. C. Bhaktivedanta was born Abhay Char an 
De in Calcutta, India, in 1896. Trained at the finest 
Indian universities, he was a successful young busi
nessman wberi, in 1922, he met his Spiritual Master, 
Sri Srimad Bhakti Siddhanta Saraswati, Founder 

Acharya of the Goudiya Math Institutions. Just be
fore the Master's departure from this world in 1936, 
Swami Bhaktivedanta was charged with the responsi
bility of spreading the Samkirtan Movement to the 
English-speaking world. Shortly thereafter, an Eng

lish fortnightly was established and work was begun 

on a number of books and translations, the most am
bitious of which is a proposed sixty volume transla
tion with commentary of the Srimad Bhagwatam, still 
inprogress. Finally, in 1959, he took up the life of 
a sanyasin, fully engaged in the duties ordered by. 

his Spiritual Master, and in 1965 the seventy-year
old Swami sailed to the West with the message en
trusted to him nearly three decades earlier: "Rejoice 
in the Lord always, and again I say REJOICE." 
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KRISHNA , THE RESERVOIR OF 

, by Swanii A. C. Bhaktivedanta 

Krishna-this sound is transcendental. Krishna means the highest 
pleasure. All of us, every living being, seeks pleasure. But we do not 
know how to seek pleasure perfectly. With. a materialistic concept of 

-�¥/ 

we are frustrated at every step in satisfying our pleasure because we have-
no information regarding�,the real level on which to have real pleasure. For._ 
the last few weeks we have been learning· that we are not this body; we ar'«t 
consciousness. Not eXactly consciouspess, for cqpsci�usness is actually 
f!le symptom of our real.identity: we are pure soul, now merged within 
tliis material body. Modern material science lays no stress on this; there-

. ,�e the scientists are sometimes misled in their understanding of spirit 
_ . :.z;. soul. But spirit soul is a fact, which anyone can understand by

· 
the prese�ce 

of consciousness. Any child can understand that consciousness is the symp
tom of the spirit soul. 

Now, the whole process we are trying to learn from the Bhagavad,Gita 
(The Song of Goq) is how to bring ourselves to this le,ve1 of consciousne�s. , 

And if we aCt from the level of consciousness, �e!l w� may not be pushed 
again into the level of this bodily conception; and,· if we cari continue on 
that level, if we can continue to act in pure consciousness, then, at the 
end of this body we shall be free from material contamination, our spiritual 
life will� revi_:ved, and the ultimate result will be that, in our next life, . 
after leaving· this body" we shall have our full, eternal spiritual life. Spirit, 
as. we have already discusse�, is described as eternal. 

�ven after the destruction of this body, consciousness is not destroyed. 
Rather, consciousness is transferred to another type of body and again 
makes us aware of the material conception of life. That is also described 
in the Bhagavad Gita. At the time of death, if our consciousness is pure, 

· we can be sure that our next life will not be material-our next life will 
be spiritual. If our consciousness is not pure at the point of death, then, 
after leaving this body, we shall have to take _another material body. That 
is the process which is going on. That is Nature's law. . 

We have now a final body. The body which we see is the grofs- 6ody. 
· It is just like a 'shirt and coat: within the coat theJ;� is a shirt and within 

the shirt there is a body. Similarly, the pure soulJ� covered by a shirt 
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·and coat. The garments are mind, intelligence and false ego. False ego 
.. means the misconception that I am matter, that I am a product of this rna-

. terial world. This misconception makes me localized. For example, be
cause I have taken my birth in India, I think myself Indian. Because I 
have taken my birth in America, I think myself American. But as pure 
soul, I am neither Indian nor American. I am pure soul. These others 
are designations. American, or Indian, or German, or Englishman; cat 

, ., or d�, o� bee or bat, man or wife: all these are designations. In spiritual 
,· conscioliSness we become free from all such designations. That freedom · 

\iS achieved when we are constantly in touch with the Supreme Spirit, 
Krishna. 

The International Society For Krishna Consciousness is simply intended 
to ·keep us In constant touch with Krishna. Krishna can be in constant com
pa:nionship with us because He is omnipotent. Therefore, He can be fully in 
touch with us bf m.s words. His words and He are not different. That is 

.. ,.."·�omnipotence. Omnipotence means that everything relating to Him has the 
same potency. For example, here in this material world, if we are thirsty 
and we want water, simply repeating "Water, water, water, water," will 
not satisfy our thirst, because this word has not the same pote.ncy as water 
itself. We require the water in substance. Then our thirst will be satisfied._ 
But in the tr-anscendental, Absolute World, there is no such difference- · 

Krishna's Name, Krishna's Quality, Krishna's Word-everything is Krishna 
and provides the same sa�sfaction. 

Some people-argue that Arjuna was talking with Krishna because Krishna · 

- .. wa.S, .. present before him, whereas in my case, Krishna is not present. So 
how can I get directions? But that is not a fact. Krishna is present by His 
words-The Bhagavad Gita. In India, when we speak on the Bhagavad Gita 
or Srimad Bhagawatam, we regularly perform worship with flowers, or 
with other paraphernalia, as is required for worshipping. In the Sikh 
religion also, although they have no form of the Deity, they worship the 
book Granthasahib. Perhaps some of you are acquainted with this Sikh 
community. They worship this Grantha. Similarly, the Moslems worship 
the Koran. Similarly, in the Christian world, the Bible is worshipped. 
It is a fact that the Lord Jesus Christ is present by His words. Krishna 
is also present by His words. 

These personalities, either God or the Son of God, Who come from the 
Transcendental World, keep their transcendental identity without being 
contaminated by the material world. That is their omnipotence. We are 
in the habit of saying that God is omnipotent. Omnipotence means that He 
is not different from His Name, from His Quality, from His Pastimes� 
from His Instruction. Therefore, the discussion of Bhagavad Gita iff·as 

... 
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good as a discussion with Krishna Himself. 
Krishna is seated in your heart, and in my heart too. Iswara Scirva

bhutanam Hrdese Arjuna Tis that. God is situated in everyone's heart. God 
is not away from us. He is present. He is so friendly that, in our repeated 
change of births, He remains within us. He is waiting to see when we 
shall turn to Him. He is so kind that though we may forget Him, He never 
forgets us. Although a son may forget his father, a father never forgets 
his son. Similarly, God, the original Father of everything;, everybody, 
all living entities, will never forsake us. We may have different bodies, 
but they are our shirt-coats. That has nothing to do -with our real identity. 
Our real identity is pure soul, and that pure soul is part a��p�,�e1 of the 
Supreme Lord. There are 84 lacs (8, 400, 000) of species of life·: Even the 
biologist and the anthropologist cannot calculate this accurate_iy, but from 
authoritative, revealed scripture we get this information.' Human beings . 
represent 400 thousand species, and there are 8 million other species. 
But Krishna, the Supreme Lord, claims that all of them, whether beast, 
man, snake, god, semi-god, demi-god-anything whatever-all of them 
are, in reality, His sons.· 

The father gives the seed, and the mother receives �e seed. The body 
is then formed, according to the mother's body. And when the body is 
completely formed, it comes out-either from cats, from dogs, or from 
man. That is the process of generation. The fathe� gives �tlle;seed, and 
it is emulsified with two kinds of secretion in the womb of the mother, and 
on the first night the body is formed just like a pea. Then, gradually, it 
develops. There are nine holes that develop: two ears, two eyes, nostrils, 
a mouth, a navel, a penis, and an anus. 

According to his last karma, or action, one gets this body to enjoy, 
or to suffer. That is the process of birth and death. And after finishing 
this life, again one dies, and again one enters into the womb of some 
mother. Another type of body then comes �ut. This is the process of 
reincarnation. 

We should be very diligent as to how we can discontinue this process 
of repeated birth and death and change of body. That is the prerogative 
of the human form of life. We can stop this process of repeated change 
through birth and death. We can get our actual spiritual form again, and 
be blissful, full of knowledge and eternal life. That is the purpose of evo
lution. We should not miss this. The entire process of liberation begins 
just as we have now begun this chanting and hearing. I wish to point out 
that this chanting of the Holy Name of God (HARE KRISHNA, HARE 
KRISHNA, KRISHNA KRISHNA, HARE HARE, HARE RAMA, HARE RAMA, 
RAMA RAMA, HARE HARE) and hearing the truths of the Gita is as good 

l 
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as rodily association with Krishna. That is stated in the Gita. This pro
cess is called "kirtan." Even if one does not understand the language, 
still, just by hearing, he acquires some piety. His assets lead him to a 
pious life, even if he does not understand-it has such power. 

There are two topics concerning Krishna. Two _kinds of topics, ac
tually. <?ne topic is this Bhagavad Gita. It is spoken � Krishna. And the 
other topic concerning Krishna is Srimad Bhagawatam. That is spoken 
about Krishna. So there are two types of Krishna katha (topics), and both 
of them are equally potent because they are connected with Krishna. 

Because the Bhagavad Gita is spoken on the Battlefield of Kurukshetra 
some people have asked what we have to do with the battlefield. We have 
nothing to do with any battlefield. We are after knowledge of the spiritual 
sphere. Then, why should we bother about this battlefield? Because Krishna 
is on the battlefield, and therefore the whole battlefield has become Krishna
ized. Just as when an electric current is passed into some metal, the 
whole metal becomes surcharged with electricity; so too, when Krishna 
is interested in some matter, that matter becomes Krishna-ized. Other
wise, there would be no need of discussing the Battlefield of Kurukshetra. 
That is His o�potence. 

This omnipotence is also described in Srimad Bhagawatam. There 
are many Krishna kathas. The Vedic literature is full of them. Veda� 
mean that they" are Krishna kathas. Scripture, including the V:edas, may 
appear to be different, but they are all meant for Krishna �· If we 
simply hear these topics on Krishna, then what will be the result? It 
is pure transcendental vibration, and the result will be spiritual conscious
ness. 

We have accumulated many inauspicious things within our hearts due 
to our material contamination during the course of many, many births. 

Many, many births-not only this birth, but past births as well. So, when 
we search into our hearts with the Krishna katha, then the contamination 
we-have accumulated will be washed off. Our hearts will be cleansectof 
all rubbish. And, as soon as all the rubbish is cleared off, then we are 
situated in pure consciousness. 

It is very difficult to eradicate all the false designations from one
self. For example, I amindian. It is not very easy to immediatelythinkthat 
I am not Indian, but pure soul. Similarly, it is not a very easy task for any
one to end his identification with these bodily designations. But still, if we 
continue hearing the Krishna katha, it will be very easy. Make an experi
ment. Make an experiment to see how easily you'll be able to free yourself 
from all these designations. Of course, it is not possible to clear out the 
rubbish from the mind all of a sudden, but we are immediately aware that 
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the influence of the material nature has become slackened. 
The material nature is working in three mode�oodness,. passion, 

and ignorance. Ignorance is hopeless life. Passion is materialistic. One · 

who is influenced by the modes of passion wants this false enjoyment of 
. material existence. Because he does not know the truth, he wants to 

squeeze. out the energy of the body just to enjoy this matter. That is called 
the mode of passion. As for those in the mode of ignorance, they have 
neither passion nor goodness. They are in the deepest darkness of life. 
Situated in the mode of goodness, we can understand, at least theoretically, 

what I am, what this world is, what God is, and what our interrelationship 
is. This is the mode of goodness. 

By hearing Krishna katha, we will be freed from the stages of ignorance 
and passion. We will be situated in the mode of goodness. At least we'll 
have the real knowledge-knowledge of what we are. Ignorance is like the 
animal existence. The animal's life is full of suffering, but the animal 
does not know that he is suffering. Take the case of a hog. Of course, here 
in New York City no hog is seen. But in villages in India one sees the hog. 
Oh, how miserable his life is, living in a filthy place, eating stools, and 
always unclean. Yet the hog does not know that he is in a·nasty condition. 
He is very jolly. The hog is very happy by eating stools, and having con
stant sexual intercourse with the she-hog, and just getting fat. The hog 
gets very fat, because of the spirit of enjoyment which is there--although, 
for him, it is sensual enjoyment. 

We should not be like the hog, falsely thinking that we are very happy. 
Working hard all day and night, then having some sex life-we think that 
in this way we are very happy. But this is not happiness. This has been 
described in the Bhagawatam as a hog's happiness. Man's happiness is 

when he is situated in the mode of goodness. Then he can understand what 
true happiness is. 

In our daily routine, if we hear this Krishna katha, the result will be 
that all the dirty things in the heart, accumulated life after life, will be 
cleared out. As a matter of fact, wt. will see that we are no longer in ig
norance or in passion, but are situated in the mode of goodness. What is 
that position? 

We will find ourselves joyful in every circumstance of life. We will 
never feel morose. In the Bhagavad Gita we find that this is our Brahma
bhuta (highest stage of goodness) situation. The Vedas teach us that we 
are not this matter. We are Brahman. Aham brahmasmi. Lord Sankar

acharya preached this gospel to the world. We are not this matter; we 
are Brahman-spirit. When spiritual realization is actually accomplished, 
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then our symptoms will change. What are those symptoms? When one is 
situated in his own spiritual consciousness, then he will have no han

'kering and no lamentation. Lamentation is for loss, and hankering is for 
gain. Two diseases characterize this material world: What we do not 
possess, we hanker after. "If I get these things I'll be happy. I have no 
money, ·but if I get a million dollars, then I'll be happy." And when we 
have a million dollars, somehow it will be lost. So we'll cry, "Oh, I :P-... - � 
have lost it!" When we hanker for earning, that is a kind of distress. 
And when we suffer loss, 

·
that is also distress. But if we are situated 

in Brahmabhuta, we will neither be distressed nor will we hanker. We 
will view equally everyone and everything. Even if we are situated in 
the midst of fiery turbulence, we will not be disturbed. That is the mode 
of goodness. . . 

Bhagawatam means the sci�f God. If the science of God is per
servered in, we will be situated in th�

� 
Br"'.lbmabhuta status. From that 

Brahmabhuta status, we have to work, for work is recommended here. 
Sp long as we have this material body, we have to work. We cannot stop 
working; it is not possible. But we have to adopt the tactics of yoga, and 
in this way, even by doing some ordinary work, which, by destiny or 
circumstances we are put into, there is no harm. Suppose that, in one's 
own occupation, one must speak a lie or his business can't go on. Lying 
is not a very good thing, so one concludes that the business is not based 
on very moral principles and one should therefore give it up. In the 
Bhagavad Gita, however, we find instruction not to give it up. Even if we 
a,re .. :put in such circumstances that our livelihood cannot go on,without 
some uillair practice, we should not give it up. But we should try to make 
it purified. How is it purified? We should not take the fruitive result of 
our work. That is meant for God. 

Sukrita means pious activities. And Duskrita means impious activities. 
On the material level we can be pious or impious. Either we are performing 
some pious activities, or we are performing some impio-qs activities-
or we have a mixture, pious and impious. Lord Krishna advises that we 
should act with knowledge of, or devotion to the Supr�me. What does 
that knowledge mean? It means that I am the part and parcel of the Supreme 
Consciousness, or such that I am not this body. 'If I identify myself as an 
American, as an Indian, or this or that, then I am on the material plane. 
We should identify our-s�lves as neither Americans nor Indians but as 
pure consciousness. I am a subordinate consciousness of the Supreme 
Consciousness; in other words, I am the servant of1 God. God is the 
Supreme Consciousness, and I am Hir servant. So, for our present under-

. _,. 
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standing, ·subordinate means servant. 
We don't ordinarily .carry out the work of a servant in relationship 

to God. Nobody wants to be a servant, but everyone �ants to be the mas
ter, because to become a servant is n()t a very palatable thing. But to be
come the servant of God is not exactly like this. Sometimes the servant 
of God becomes the master of God. The real position of the living entity 
is to be the servant of God, but in the Bhagavad Gita we can see that the 

___,.......::;.__ -- \ 
Master, Krishna, became the servant of Arjuna. Arjuna is sitting in the 
chariot, and Krishna is his driver. Arjuna is not the owner of the chariot, 
but in the spiritual relationship we should not cling to the concept of the 
material relationship. Although the whole relationship, just as we have 
experience of it in this world, is there in the spiritual world, that re
lationship is not contaminated by matter. Therefore it is pure and tran
scendental. It is of a different nature. As we become advanced in the 
spiritual conception of life, we can understand what the actual position in 
the spiritual, transcendental world is. 

Here the Lord instructs us in Buddhi Yogata. Buddhi yoga means that 
we have full consciousness that we are not this body; and if I act with this 
understanding, then I am not body-I am consciousness. That is a fact. 
Now, if we act on the level of consciousness, then we can overcome the 
fruitive result of good work or bad work. It is a transcendental stage. 

It means that we are acting on another's account-on the Suprerne' s 
account. We are not liable to loss or gain. When there is gai.n, we should 
not be puffed up. We should think, "this gain is for the Lord." And wh� 
there is loss, we should know that this is not our responsibility. It is 
God's work-His. Then we will be happy. This we have to practice: every
thing on account of the Supreme. This transcendental nature we have to 
develop. This is the trick of doing work under these present circumstances. 
As soon as we work on the level of bodily consciousness, we become bound 
by the reaction of our work. But when we work through spiritual conscious
ness, we ar�10t bound either by pious activities or by vicious activities. 
That is the technique. 

Manasvinam-this word is very significant. Manasvinam means thought
ful. Unless one is thoughtful, he cannot understand that he is not this body. 
But if one is a little thoughtful he can understand, "Oh, I am not this body. 
I am consciousness." Sometimes, in our leisure time, we can see, "Oh, 
this is my finger, and this is my hand. This is my ear, and this is my nose. 
Everything is mine, but what I, what I?" I am feeling this is mine, and that 
I am. Simply a little thought is required. Everything is mine-my eyes, my 
finger, my hand. My, my, my, and what is the I? The I is that conscious
ness, in which I am thinking, "this is mine." 
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Now, if I am not tltis body; then why ' should Pact for this body? I should 
a�t for mysel( Then, how can I work fq,��yself? What is my position? I 
am consciousness. But what kind of consciousness? Subordihate con-

''· 
_f '.J 

.. 
. ., 

. . . 
s�sness-I am part of the Supreme Consciousness. Then, what will my 
activities be? My �ctiVi.ties will be under the guidance of the Supreme 
Consciousness, just as in the office, the managing director is the Supre-me 
Consciousness. For example, in the office everyone is working under the 
direction of the manager' therefore they have no responsibility. They h�ve 
only to discllarge their duties. Either pious or impious· duties-never mind. 

_ In the military line, too, ..the orgel'-of the captain or the commander is there. < ' ·  ...... The soldier has te xecute it. He does not consider whether n 1sapious or 
impious. That does. not matte:r. ·He simply has to act, then-be is a rt;!al 
soldier. He .;:tcts in that way and he gets his re.wai-d. He gets title 

. I 

He doesn't cat.,· The commander says, Just go aqd kill the e . . 
is rewarded. 'fio ·you think that by�killing one gets reward? N�it is io�i;be:':.: !��'-� 
duty discharged. _j- ' · '.(:�,.-/� :; -:?;·,,- · ·� "; 

Similarly, here ihe·situation�is that Krishna is instructir.g Arjumi. 
J(ris .. na is the Supreme Consciousness.: I am consciousn�s�, · th�part and 
pa_reel o� the ,Supreme So my duty is to� act according to 
that �upreme Cons , · I consider my hand as a part 
of my body. Now, it is own way. "As l..want., �et�my h�nd be. 
move'd. Let my legs be eyes be ope. �. · . -�-s�.e-'' So, I am 
.dictating, and these parts.are . Similarly, ��,ar�_.}all parts.and : ·. 
parcels of the Supreme. When' we ourselves to move and act in ac-"-
cordance with Supreme·fonsciousness, then we become transcende�t:aj.' ·· . .  
tc;> all these piouSior impious activities. T}!at i� the technique. What wfll 
_the result of this technique be? W&become free from the bondage o� birth 
'.and death. No more birth and deaui�· "' · 

Modern scientists an� philo.sopbers do n9t think. about these four things: 
birth, death, disease,· and old age. They set them aside. "Oh, let us be 
happy. Le.t us enjoy this life. " But human _lif; _is meant for: !inding a so- . 
lution to. this bondage of birth, death, dise as�}\_nd old age. If any ci vi-:. . 

. ' 
' '  

liza · has not found a solution to these four problems, then that is· not ,. . · · ,. .  , 
a hu ' civilization. Human civilization is ·meant for 'finding a complete·;.>.-,· _ :>". -
solution to these things. � -, 

· 

So here in the Bhagavad Gita, t,he Lord says, Karma j�m bu<;ldhi yukta. 
Karm.ajam means whenever ther..e:l:S action there will be some reacti� 
one.lG.t$ �Jl; badness, there will be a bad reaction. But rea.dion, either _good . ..,_ 

or bad, i · In the higher sense, all suffering. Suppose that by·good action· 
· c 

I get a good 'birth, riches, fine bQ'i!ily features, and a good education. All 
t ., 

, .. 
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these good things I may have, but that does not mean that I am free from 
material pains. The material pains are birth, death, old age and disease. 
Eve::i if I am a rich man, a beautiful man, an educated man, born in an 
aristocratic family, etc., I still cannot avoid death, old age, and disease. 

So, we must not be concerned with pious activities or impious activities. 
We must be concerned with transcendental activities only. That will save 
us from this bondage of birth, death, old age and disease. That should be 
our aim in life. We should not be hankering after good or bad things. For 
example, suppose one is suffering from some disease. He is lying in bed, 
eating, passing nature's call uncomfortably, and taking bitter medicines. 
He always has to be kept clean by the nurses, otherwise, there is an 
obnoxious smell. While lying in this condition some friends come to him 
and ask how he is feeling. "Yes, I am feeling well." What is this well? 
Lying in bed uncomfortably taking bitter medicine, and unable to move I 
Yet despite all these inconveniences he says, "I am well." Similarly, in 
our material conception of life, if we think "I am happy," that is foolish
ness. There is no happiness in material life. It is impossible to have. 

·happiness here. In this condition, we'' do not know the meaning of happiness. 
That's why this very word is used, manasvinam-thoughtful. .• i�> 

We seek happiness by some extraneous, · icia:l means, but how iorig' ' 
does it last? It will not endure. We again.:�»me back to sorrow. Suppbse� · · I 

by intoxication, we feel happy. That is not our_ a�tual happiness. Sup�se� 1 

by chloroform, I am unconscious, and I 4on't feel the pain of an opelf�tio,. · 

That does not mean th�t I am not having 4n ope�ati.on. This is artificiaL 
Real pleasure, real life exists. . 

As is commanded in the Bhagavad Gita by Sri Krishna, the thoughtful 
give up the reaction of work, being situated on the level of pure conscious
ness. The result is that this bondage of birth and death, disease and old 
age comes to an end. This end is in union with the true identity, Krishna, 
the reservoir of pleasure and eternal bliss. There, indeed, is the true 
happiness for which we are intended. 

� ' 
\ / .' 
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Lord Sri Krishna says, "My dear Arjuna, there are different classes 
of men. One class of men, they are sleeping. And another class of men, 
they are awake. They are not sleeping." And how is this so? This chanting, 
which we have performed just now, is the wakening process for the sleeping 
soul. The soul is sleeping, covered by this material body. These bodily ac-', 
tivities are in the sleeping stage. Just as we see dreams in the sleeping 
stage, similarly, all these bodily activities are dreams. Just think for 
yourself: how many incidents have there been in your past life? If you 

•thi�k of them, they will appear just like dreams. At least for myself this 
is the case. I_ was born in India, ·educated, then married, then I had very 

. good days with my wife, got some children, some of whom died, some of 
.·;:.>'Y· whom

_ 
are living, �orne ·ot wh?�- ,.are m��ied; now they ha!e., begotten chil�en. 

· ' · All t;p.1s ocQurred m my past ijle. Now 1t 1s all a dream. !have no connection · 

with H. S:milarly, in dream� I sometimes find that I have become a king. 
Oh�lh_�. }. : �so .many riche.s and so much opulence. Then,, as soon as the 
<:frea�r: ·: �' I

_
come ho� and all is gone. 

So . aci\M'Hy, these bodily activities which we are now engaged in are 
not our actual life. Therefore, t.Qe Ve.dic �antra says, "0 human race, please 
wake up. Just utilize the opportunity which you now have." You have a spe
cial oppG:i'-��rv.cy. And what is that? This human form of life. Utilize it; 
don't waste -1h Don't go on sleeping. This very same matter is taken up by 
sri Krishna .. ·Those who are accustomed to the yoga process know this. The 
first principl� :of the yoga process is to control the senses. This is so for 

I 
every._process. ,In any bona fide process for spiritual realization, the first 
principle is to control the senses. This is because the senses are dragging 
us into the da.J:.kest region of life. But we do not realize this. 

In the Srimad Bhagawatam there is a nice verse. It says, first, man is 
too much addicted to this materialistic way of life. The materialistic way 
of life involves eating, drinking, making merry, and enjoying. That's it
that's all. Have v good food, sleep well, and defend yourself so that 
enemies may not enter into your country, or into your home. And, have 
sexual enjoyment to your heart's content. This is the materialistic way of 
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life. But persons who are so sleeping do not realize that their real sell
interest is different. Our real sell-interest is that we must know of our 
lost relationship with the Supreme Absolute Truth. 

The Supreme Absolute Truth is realized from different angles of 
vision, as impersonal Brahman, or localized Supersoul, or the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, Sri Krishna. One who realizes the Supreme Per
sonality of Godhead, Sri Krishna, automatically understands the other 
two features. But one who has approached only the impersonal feature of 
the Supreme Absolute Truth, has no information of the Supreme Per'sonality 
of Godhead, Sri Krishna. Now here, in the Bhagavad Gita, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead is present befo�e you. .., 

Here is the picture of Sri Krishna, with his eternal consort Srimati 
Radharani, His pleasure potency. In this material world, the reflection 
of Sri Krishna and His pleasure potency exists pervertedly. As one can 
see in the picture, Sri Krishna is always consorting with Srimati Radharani. 
His features are described in Vedic literature: He stands in a very nice 

I 

curved posture, blowing His flute. This picture is not drawn �om artistic 
imagination. It is a descriptive painting from the Vedic literature. This 
description is in the Vedic literature. . 

So, in the material world there is the perve��d reflection of Sri 
Krishna's Pastime with Radharani. It is not sex � as we have it, al
though it appears to be like that. It is transcendental. But that which we 
are after here-that is real. A young man wants a young woman, and a 
young woman wants a young man-this is natural. This is not artificial. 
It is natural because we are all part and parcel of that Supreme Being, 
Krishna. His attitude is in me because I am His part and parcel, just 
as the quality of gold is present in the minute particles of the gold. The 
chemical composition of gold is one hundred per cent present in a small 
particle of gold. Qualitatively. Therefore the enjoyment which we want 
between man and woman is not a �rversion of love and friendship. It is 
simply a perverted reflection. Thl real enjoyment is awakened in asso-: 
ciation with the Supreme Lord, Sri Krishna. It is the same pleasure,, but 
is in its pure form. That same bliss is there for you, ·but don't beco�e 
entangled in this perverted form of enjoyment. Don't remain asl�ep. 
bon't remain in this dreaming condition. Have the real thing. Awalteii'; . . 

from the dream. That is the message of the Vedas. 
This is the opportunity. If you miss this opportunlty in the human form:· 

of life-the developed consciousness-you will slip agaJncinto the cycle of · ·  

8 million, 400 thousand species of life that is develo�, one form after�} 
another. That is the gradual process of evolution. We i4-e still with\� 

. 

the evolutionary process, but that evolutionary process _should be forward, · 
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progressive. Not degraded. Don't slide. Don't go downward. By your 

many years of endeavor, you have come forward to this stage of life. 
Now, make further progress. Progress toward Sri Krishna. Don't go 
back. 

The Srimad Bhagawatam says that most people do not know their 
self-:-interest in life. It is li.ke coming to a crossroads and not knowing 
the way. Suppose you are going to Philadelphia, and after crossing New 
York City, you see a crossroads, and you do not know the road. Of course, 
in America, there is a very efficient system of direction on the roads. 
That way, you have no misguidance. Similarly, in the scriptures the Vedic 
literature gives you direction. Yes, here is a crossing. If you want to go 
this way, you may. So the Bhagawatam says that people do not know the 
direction by which to make pr.pgress. One must know that he must make 
further progress toward Vishnu. Why? Because this is a very highly de
veloped life. In this form of life, we have very high intelligence. We 
haye more intelligence than cats and dogs and other animals. Why mis
direct it? The misdirection is due to being attracted to this bodily con
cept of life. One is thinking, "I shall be happy utilizing the body and the 
senses to the utmost." 

Because WP do not know what our progressive life is, we are trying 
to squeeze the essence out of this body. To enjoy it. In the Bhagawatam 
there is a very good example cited about these foolish men. They are 
compared with the camel. The camel is a desert animal very fond of 

twigs containing thorns. They have very long necks, and they take a bunch 
of twigs with thorns and begin to chew. By contact with the thorns, blood 
oozes out the tongue. Naturally, if you chew thorns, your tongue will be 

cut. So, when they take those thorns within the mouth and begin to chew, 
the blood comes out. And when the blood is mixed up in that form, they 
eat it, because blood has a taste he likes. He thinks that twigs with thorns 
are very tasteful. Our sex life is like that. Just squeeze it out of the body, -

and we think we are enjoying it This is our position. 
Another example is given. In India the washermen keep asses. They 

load the ass as much as possible. The ass works all day and in the evening, 
he is offered some grass, and he's satisfied. For a morsel of gras�_, he 

is ready to work the whole day with a half ton of clothing on his back. Si- . 

milarly, we also, the karmis, are very busy working all day and all night. 

And when we come home, we eat only one piece of bread. For one piece 
of bread, which costs not more than ten cents, one is working all day and . 
all night. So the comparison is to the ass. The ass does not know for whom 
he is working so hard, and taking some bread. "This is the aim of my 
life." Is it my aim of life-to eat something and go to sleep, and f:tave some 

. I 
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sex pleasure and then die? No, this is not the aim of life. Your aim of 
life should be to realize yourself-that you a+e part and parcel of the 
Supreme Absolute Personality of Godhead, Sri Krishna. Krishna is await
ing your arrival, so that you can enjoy life in His association. 

One does not know what the progressive way of life is. Why? Because 
he has understood that this sense enjoyment is life's greatest pleasure. 

· He is foolishly thinking that he will be happy by this sense enjoyment. 
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This is just like having a horse which is not properly bridled. It is running 
on, running on, and you do not know where it will throw you. Similarly, 
uncontrolled senses are just like unbridled horses, dragging your chariot. 
You do not know where it will throw you. We do not realize how responsible 
we ar� for every action. To every small part of our action, there is a re
action. And our uncontrolled senses are putting us through the chain of 
action and reaction and dragging us into the darkest part of the universe. 

Therefore, Lord Sri Krishna says that one who has learned how to 
. control the senses is called swami. To a controlled person, worldly ac

tivities are darkness. Those who are situated in pure consciousness see 
that people who work hard simply for eating, sleeping, mating, and de
fending-these people are sleeping. And, to the persons who are engaged 
ln these material activities, we are sleeping. They see that Swamiji has 
come to America to preach something to make us inactive. He is just 
trying to drag us from our general engager��nt, and he's trying to engage 
us in the process of Kirtan and hearing Bhagavad Gita, and wasting time. 
So, they believe we are sleeping. Somebody may think, these poor fellows 
have gathered here to waste their time in discussing something dry, which 
has no meaning, which is not bringing forth anything. Let us have some 
business discussion, so that we can gain something from it. We see that 
these people are sleeping ancfthey that we are sleeping. 

Now, actually, who is sleeping? He is awake who comes to the plat
form of consciousness that I am not this body- � am consciousness. One 
is awake who has understood this simple fact, that I am not this body, I 
am consciousness. Without consciousness, my body is useless. There
fore, I am actually consciousness. I am pure soul, and the symptom of 
my prelence is consciousness. I am not this body. When I think deeply, 
I can understand that this is my body This is not I, body. This is my 
body. So, one who has understood this-he is awake. 

Now, the whole process described in the Bhagavad Gita is to be awak�. 
You are pure consciousness-spirit soul. And, not only to be awake, but 
to act accordingly, so that, at the ultimate end, your pure consciousness 
may be liberated from this bodily entanglement. Then you'll get your 
healthy life. This is a disease, this material life. This materiai body is 
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the symptoni of my diseased forr� of life. I am not actually subje'ct to 
birth and death. I am eternal. I never take my birth. I never die. This 
is my real position. Then, what is this birth and death? It is due to_ this 
body. Changing the body like a dress is called �irth and death. But ac� 
tually, I am pure soul. 

Now, people are saying that God is dead. This theory is popular. 
They are making propaganda that the Lord is dead. But neither God ngr 
we will ever die; neither do we have birth. In Bhagavad Gita Bhagavan, 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Sri Krishna, says, "Arjuna, why 
are you afraid of fighting? Myself, yourself, and all these kings and 
soldiers who have assembled before us- all of them� they existed before, 
and they're existing now, and they will continue to exist in the future. 
There is no birth and death. So, this warfare should be on the condition 
of the body. Don't be afraid of it." 

This point we have already discussed. One must understand this point: 
I am pure soul. My presence as pure soul is symptomatized by my con
sciousenss. I know what has happened in my past life. And what is happening, 
that "I can remember Jt,lso. And, I can guess about my future life. At least, 
I make plans for my future. Unless I have niy future, why should I plan? 
But, I am beyond this past, present and future. I am eternal. The Lord , 
is eternal, and I am eternal also, as part and parcel of the Suprem God. 
Therefore, my self-inter-est is to attain that life of eternity. Life of full 
bliss. Life of full knowledge. That is the mission of my life. And one who 
takes that poS1tion seriously, who has taken up this mission of life,_ and is 
trying for that perfection, he is actually awake. And others who are not 
at this point, they are sleeping. This is the mark of a sleeping man. A 
man who is working strenuously the whole day, he is not actually awake. 
He is sleeping because his real intelligence is asleep. He has lost his..r 
self-interest. He does not know what the real interest of human life-is. 

All Vedic literature is imploring us, "Don't sleep!- Don'Lsleep! B� 

awake! Be awake! Get up! Get up from this sleep! Utilize the boon whi_ch · 

you now have. Don't be foolish." 
People are working hard, and earmng enough to eat . Especially in your 

country, there are sufficient means for eating, and nobody is st�: 
That's all right, but they are still not satisfied. I have studie�lthrs very 
carefully. The' younger people �ll appear to be frustrated. It i's not a very 

good condition, when the young generation, which is the future hope of the 

country, feels that there is no hope. Their future is dark. _Why? Because · 

they have no direction. What is the aim of life? What will they become? 
The philosophy is, work hard, get dollars, and enjoy as you like. This-
is misguidance. Ther·efore, the young are not happy. So, they ta� center 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE BHAGA VAD GITA AS IT IS 23 

.. 

The Bhagavad Gita is also known as Geetopanishad. It is the essence 
of Vedic knowledge and one of tlie most important Upanishads in Vedic 

I 

literature. · 

� 

There are many commentaries on the Bhagavad Gita in English, and 
the necessity for another edition should be explained on the following 
basis: an American lady asked me to recommend an English editi9n of · 

the Bhagavad Gita which she could read. I was unable to do f!IO iri good . 
conscience. Of c,our se, there are many translations, but of .those I have 
seen-not only in America, but also in Inqia-none can be ¥id to be autho
ritative, �cause in almost every o�e of them, the autho. has expressed 
his personal opinion through the comrti�ntai-ie�?, witb�ut to'uehing the spirit 
of Bhagavad Gita as) is. 

·· · -� · , ,. · 

The spirit ot--Bhagavad Gita is mentioned in the Gita itself. n.:s like 
' . 
this: if we want to take a particular medicine, then we have t<_> follow the 
directions written on the label of the bottle. We cannot take the medicine 
according to our own directions, or the d�ections of a friend not in know
ledge of this medicine. We must follow the directions on the label or the 
directions of our physi��n • . ,The:.�agavad Gita also should be accepted 
as it is directed by the' Spe-aker Himself. The speaker is Lord Sri Krishna. 
He is mentioned on every page as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, or 
"Bhagavan." Bhagavan sometimes means any powerful person or demi
god, but here it means .Krishha. This is comirmed by all the great tea
chers, including Shankar a. and Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. In India there are 

; �- .... 

.. . 
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many authorities on Vedic knowledge, and they have virtually all accepted 
Sri Krishna as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. We should therefore 

• 

accept Bhagavad Gita as it is directed by the Supreme Personality of God-
head Himself. 

Now, in the Fourth Chapter, the Lord tells Arjuna that this yoga sys
tem of the .Bhagavad Gita was first spoken to the Sun God: 

The Lord said, "My dear Arjuna, formerly I presented 
this message of Devotional Service to the Sun God. The 
&m God gave it to Manu and Manu gave it to King Iksaku. 
Thus all the saintly kings learnt this transcendental 
science of linking with the Supreme by such discip!'ic 
succession (called parampara); but at the pr�sent moment 
this chain of disciplic succession appears to be lost." 

(BG IV, 1-2) 

Arjuna was neither a great scholar nor a Vedantist, but a great sol
dier. A soldier is not supposed to be scholarly, and so Arjuna was selec
ted to understand the Bhagavad Gita be cause of one qualification only: he 
was a devotee of the Lord. This indicates that the Bhagavad Gita is es
pecially meant for the devotee of the Lord. 

There are three kinds of transcendentalists : the yogi, the imperson
alist, and the bha�ta, or devotee. Krishna says to Arjuna, "I am making 
you the first man of the disciplic succession. The old succession is bro
ken. I wish to re-establish the line of teaching which was passed down 
from the Sun God. So you be come the authority of the Bhagavad Gita." 
The Bhagavad Gita is directed to the devotee of the Lord, who is directly -
in touch with the Lord as a friend. To learn the Bhagavad Gita, one should 
be like Arjuna: a devotee having a cHrect relationship with the Lord. This 

is more helpful than yoga or impersonal philosophical speculation. 
A devotee can be in relationsllip with the Lord in five different ways: 

1. He may have a passive relationship; 
2. He may have an active relationship; 
3. He may be in friendship; 

4. He may have the relationship of a parent; and 
5. He may have the relationship of a conjugal lover 

of the Lord. 

Arjuna was a devotee in relationship with the Lord as a friend. This 
friendship is different from friendship in the m�ndane world. This kind 
of friendship is transcendental. Everyone has some relationship with the 
Lord. Unfortunately, in our present status, we have forgotten that eternal 
tie. Yet each of the millions upon millions of living beings has its parti-
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cular relationship. By the process of service one can revive one's ori-

ginal status with the Lord. • 

Now, Arjuna was a devotee and he was in touch with the Supreme 

Lord in friendship. Thus, the Bhagavad Gita was explained to him. How 

he accepted it should be noted. This is mentioned in the Tenth Chapter. 

After hearing the Bhagavad Gita from the Lord, Arjuna accepted Krishna 

as the Supreme Brahman. Every living being is Brahman, or spirit, but 

the Supreme Living Being is the Supreme Brahman. Arjuna accepted 

Krishna as pure-free from all material contamination;· as jhe Supreme 

Enjoyer; as the foremost Person; the Supreme Personality of Godhead; 

never born; and greatest. Now, one may say that, since Krishna and 

Arjuna were friends, Arjuna was only saying these things to his friend. 

But Arjuna mentions that Krishna is accepted as the Supreme Personality 

of Godhead, not only by himself, but by Narada, Vyasa, and numerous 

other great persons. 

Therefore, Arjuna says, "Whatever You have spoken to me, 1 accept 

as perfect. Your Personality is very difficult to understand. You cannot 

be known even by the demi-gods." This means that even persons greater 

than human beings cannot know Krishna. How, then, can a human being 

know Krishna, unless he is a devotee? 

In studying Bhagavad Gita, one should not think that he is the equal 

of Krishna. Krishna is the Supreme Personality of Godhead. One who 

wants to understand Bhagavad Gita should accept Krishna as the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead. Otherwise it is very hard to understand, and it 

becomes a great mystery. 

This Bhagavad Gita is meant for delivering persons from the nescience 

of this material entanglement. Everyone is in difficulty, just as Arjuna 

was on the Battlefield of Kurukshetra. Not only Arjuna, but each of us is 

full of anxieties because of this material entanglement. Our existence is 

eternal, but somehow we are put into this position which is "asat. "Asat 

means unreal. 

Unless one is inquiring as to why he is suffering, he is not a perfect 

human being. Humanity begins when this inquiry is awakened in the mind. 

Every activity of the human being is said to be a failure unless this in
quiry is present. One should ask, "Where am I from? Where am 

I going? Why am I here? When these inquiries are awakened in the 
mind of a sane human being, then he can understand Bhagavad Gita. He 

must also have respect for the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Krishna 

comes here just to establish the real work of life, which man forgets. 

Out of many, many human beings, the Bhagavad Gita is directed to the 

one who seeks to understand his position. The Lord has great mercy fo� 
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human beings. Therefore, He spoke the Bhagavad Gita to Arjuna to en

lighten him. Arjuna was actually above all such ignorance, but he was 

put into ignorance on the Battlefield of Kurukshetra just to ask what life 

was all about, so that our mission of human life could be perfected. 

It is the preliminary study of the Science of God which is explained 

here. The first question is: What is the cause? Next: what is the con

stitutional position of the living entities in respect to the Controller? 

Living entities are not controllers. If I say, "I am not controlled, I 

am free," I do not speak well for my sanity. In this conditioned state 

of life, at any rate, we are all controlled. Next we may consider "pra

kriti," or Nature. Then Time-the duration of the existence or manifes

tation of this created universe. Then "karma," or activity. The living 

beings are all engaged in different activities. All cosmic manifestation 

is engaged in activity. 

So, we have to learn from Bhagavad Gita what God is. What is the 

nature of the living entity? Its relationship with the Supreme Controller? 

What is "prakriti," the cosmic manifestation? What is the control of 

Time? And what are the activities of the living entities? 

In the Bhagavad Gita it is established that the Supreme, or Krishna

or Brahman, or whatever you like-the Supreme Controller is greatest 

of all. The living beings are controlled. The Lord has control over uni

versal affairs-the material Nature. Material Nature is not independent. 

It is working under the direction of the Supreme Lord. When we see won

derful things happening, we should know that behind these manifestati(}ns, 

there is a Controller. Matter belongs to the inferior nature, or prakriti; 

and the living entities are explained as being of the superior nature. Pra

kriti means "who is controlled." Prakriti is female. A husband controls 

the activities of his wife. Prakriti is also subordinate, predominated. 

The Lord-the Supreme Personality of Godhead-is the Predominator, and 

prakriti-the living entities and material Nature-is predominated over. 

So, according to the Bhagavad Gita the living entities, although they are 

part and parcel of the Supreme, are taken as prakriti. It is clearly
. 
men

tioned in the Seventh Chapter of Bhagavad Gita that this material Nature 

is prakriti and that the living entities are also prakr iti. The constitution 

of the material, or inferior prakriti, is divided into three modes: the· 

mode of goodness, the mode of passion, and the mode of ignorance. Above 

these modes is eternal Time. By the combinations of·these modes and the 

control of eternal Time, the activities, called "k<ll'ma," come into being. 

These activities have been going on from time immemorial, and we are 

suffering from-or enjoying-the fruits of these activities, just as in the 

present life we enjoy the fruits of our activities. It is as though I ani a 
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businessman who has worked very hard and intelligently and has amassed 
a large bank balance. I am the enjoyer of the fruits of my activities. Again, 
if I open a business with a large amount of money and lose it all, I am the 
sufferer. Similarly, in the field of ljfe, we enjoy the different fruits of our 
work. Now, these things-the Supreme, the living entities, prakriti or 
Nature, Time, and karma are explained in the Bhagavad Gita� 

Of these five, the Lord, Time, and the living entity are permanent 
and eternal. The manifestations of prakriti are temporary, but not false, 
as some ooilosophers say. According to the philosophy of Krishna Con
sciousness, the manifestations are quite real, but temporary. They are 
like the clouds which appear during the rainy season, but disappear dur -

.. ing the dry season. These manifestations occur at certain intervals, and 
then they disappear and the vegetation dries up. Nevertheless, this pro
cess of Nature is working eternally. 

Material Nature is separated energy of the Supreme Lord. The living 
entities are also energy of the Lord, but they are not separated. They 
are eternally related with the Lord. So, the Lord, Nature, the entity and 
Time are all eternal. Karma is not .eternal. The effects of karma may be 
old, and we may be suffering from the results of activity performed in 
time immemorial, but we are able to change our activities. We simply 
do not know which activities will give us release from these material 
entanglements. This is explained in the Bhagavad Gita. 

The position of God is that of Supreme Consciousness. The entities, 
being parts and parcels, are also consciousness. The entity is prakriti, 
or Nature, and so also is material energy; but the living entities are 
conscious, and matter is not. Therefore, the entity is called the higher 
energy. But the living being is never supremely conscious at any stage. 
The Supreme Consciousness, explained in the Bhagavad Gita as the Lord, 
is conscious, and the living beings are conscious: the entity of his limited 
body, and the Lord infinitely. The Lord lives in the heart of every being. 
Therefore, He has the consciousness of all living entities. 

The Super Soul is living in each heart as the Controller. He is giving 
directions to act as He desires. The living entity, however, forgets what 
to do. He determines to act in one way, then becomes entangled in his 
own actions and reactions, and achieves only frustration. When he gives 
up one body for another, as one changes a dress, the reactions of his 
past activities remain with him, determining his next birth. Actions can · 

be changed when a living being is in goodness, and, in that state of sanity, 
he chooses to end 'his entanglement. 

So, of the five items, all are eternal, except karma. Now, the entity's 
consciousness and the Lord's consciousness are both transcendental. They 
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are not generated by association with matter. The theory that some�m:l
terial combination can generate consciousness is rejected in Bhagavad 
Gita. Just as a light may be reflected according to the color of the glass, 
consciousness is reflected in the material world. But it does not depend 
upon matter for its existence. 

The Supreme Consciousness is different from the consciousness of 
the living entity in this way: the Supreme Lord says that when He descends 
into the material world, His consciousness is not materially affected. 
If He had been contaminated by contact with matter, He could not have 
spoken Bhagavad Gita. However, we living entities are contaminated by 
the material world. The Bhagavad Gita teaches that we must purify our 
activities in orde.J!I. to draw our consciousness back from that material 
entanglement. This purification of activity is called bhakti, or devotional 

-- . . 

service. This means that, although one's activities appear to be ordinary, 
they are actually purified. One may appear to work like an ordinary man, 
but the activities of a devotee of the Lord are not contaminated by the 
three modes. 

When our consciousness is contaminated by matter, this is called 
our conditioned state. The false ego is the belief that one is the product 
of this matter. One who is absorbed in this bodily conception, as Arjuna 
was, must get free from it. This is a preliminary for one who wants 
liberation. Freedom from this material consciousness is called "mukti." 
In the Srimad Bhagwatam, also, mukti is used to mean liberation from 
this material concept, and return to pure consciousness. The whole aim 
of Bhagavad Gita is to teach us to reach this state of pure consciousness. 
On the last page of Bhagavad Gita, Krishna asks Arjuna if he is now in 
purified consciousness. And this implies action in accordance with the di
rections of the Lord. 

So, consciousness is there, but because we are only parts, we tend 
to be affected by the modes of Nature. That is the difference between 
the individual living entities and the Supreme Lord. In contamination, 
consciousness says, "I am the Lord. I am the Enjoyer. " Every material 
being thinks this. Consciousness has two psychic divisions: One says, 

"I am the Creator," and the other says, "I am the Enjoyer. " Actually, 
the Lord is the Creator and the Enjoyer. The entity co-operates like 
a part in a machine. In the body, for example, there are hands, legs, 
eyes, etc. But these parts are not the enjoyers. The stomach is the 
enjoyer. All the parts of the body are engaged in satisfying the stomach. 
Everything should be gi ven to the sto mach. You can beco me healthy 
throughout your entire body when the parts of the body co-operate with 
the stomach. Similarly, the Lord is the Enjoyer, and we living beings 

... 
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have only to co-operate with Him. If the fingers try to enjoy the food, 
they are unable. They must give the food to the stomach in order to 
receive the benefit of it. 

The central figure in existence is the Supreme Lord. The entities, 
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by co-operation, can enjoy. If a master is satisfied, his servants are 
also satisfied, of course. The entities have this tendency to create and 
enjoy because the Lord has it, and the entities are His parts and parcels. 

We find, in Bhagavad Gita, that the Lord, the entities, manifestation, 
Time and action are completely explained. Taken together, this complete ' 

. whole is called the Absolute Truth, Sri Krishna. The Impersonal Brahman 
is also subordinate to the Complete Person. It is explicitly explained in 
the Brahma Sutra as being like the rays of the sun emanating from the 
sun disc. Brahman realization of the Absolute Truth is therefo{e incom
plete. The Supreme PerSonality is above Brahman. The Supreme Person
ality of Godhead is called "Sat-Chit-Ananda." 

Brahman realization is realization of His "Sat," or eternal Feature. 
Supersoul realization is realization of His "Sat-Chit" aspect-eternity and 
knowledge. But, realization of the Personality of Godhead, Sri Krishna, 
is realization of all Features-Sat-Chit-Ananda-in full "vigraha," or 
Form. The Lord has Form. He is a Transcendental Person. This is 
confirmed in all Vedic literature. Just as we are persons, so is the 
Ultimate Truth. Realization of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is 
realization of all the Features of the Absolute Truth. The complete whole 
Personality must have all that we see and all that we do not see. 

This phenomenal world is complete by itself. The twenty-four 
elements of which this manifestation is comprised are complete in this 
universe. No further outside energy is needed. When the time is come, 
the universe will be annihilated by the complete arrangement of the 
Complete. Small completes exist in the whole Complete. Incomplete 
knowledge results from misunderstanding of the Complete Absolute Truth. 

Bhagavad Gita is complete. The Vedic knowledge is infallible. Here 
is an example of how the Hindus accept Vedic knowledge as complete: 
Cow dung is sacred according to Vedic scripture. If one touches the 
dung of an animal, he must bathe his whole body, and yet cow dung can 
purify an impure place or person, according to Vedic scripture. This 
seems contradictory, but because it is a Vedic injunction, we accept 
it, and, by that acceptance, we make no mistake. It has been found by 
modern chemists that cow dung is a composition of antiseptic proper
ties. 

Vedic knowledge is complete, as it is above all doubts or errors. 
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And Bhagavad Gita is the essence of ali -/edic knowledge. Vedic know

ledge comes down from higher sources. It is not like our material in

dependent research work, which is imperfect. We must receive this 

knowledge from the spiritual master, through the disciplic successio 

which began with the Lord Himself. 

Just as Arjuna accepted Bhagavad Gita without any cutting, so we 

too must accept Bhagavad Gita without any cutting, interpretation, or 

whimsy. We should accept it as perfect knowledge, spoken by the Lord 

Himself. Only tlte Lord could have given this infallible knowledge. A 

living entity would not be able to. 

A living being in the mundane world has four defects: 

1. He is sure to commit mistakes; 

2. He is sure to be illusioned; 

3. He has a tendency to cheat; and 

4. His senses are imperfect. 

With these four defects, one cannot offer perfect information. But Vedic 

knowledge was imparted by God in the heart of Brahma, the first living 

being in our universe, who passed it down through his sons. 

Except for the Lord, no one is the proprietor of anything. The Lord 

is the original Creator. He is the creator of Brahma, the original being 

·in our universe. Therefore, we should accept things given to us by the 

Lord as our allotment. Arjuna had decided not to fight. He told the Lord 

that he could not enjoy the kingdom if he killed his relatives to obtain iL 

This was due to his bodily concept of himself, and thus his relationship 

with uncles, brothers, nephews, and so forth-all these relationships 

pertaining to the body. But, finally, Arjuna agreed to work for the Lord's 

enjoyment. We should not act like ordinary animals. Human life is meant 

for something else. Vedic literature is meant for human beings, notfor 

animals. An animal can kill without sin because he is bound by the modes 

of his nature. But, if a man kills, he is responsible. He has a choice in 

his actions. 

In Bhagavad Gita activities are explained as determined by the three 

modes of nature. Thus, there are actions performed in ignorance, ac

tions performed in passion, and actions performed in goodness. There 

are also three kinds of eatables: food eaten in ignorance, in passion, 

and in goodness. These are all clearly described. 

Therefore, if we properly follow the instructions in Bhagavad Gita, 

our lives will be purified and we will reach our ultimate destinatioa 

This destination is also explained in Bhagavad Gita: 

Beyond this material sky there is a apiritual sky. This material 

I 

. . . 



sky is temporary, and at the end of this universe it will be annihilated. 
That is the law of material Nature. But there is another Nature which 
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is eternal. The soul is eternal just as the Lord is eternal. We have an 
intimate relationship with the Lord, and we are qualitatively equal to the 
Lord. The transcendental Abode is also eternal. The association of the 
Lord and the living entities in the transcendental Abode is the ultimate 
aim of human life. 

The Lord is so kind to the living entities because the living entities 
all have a claim to being sons of the Lord. The Lord says that, of every 
type of living being, whatever it may be, He is the Father. The Lord 
wishes to reclaim all these souls, to have them back in the eternal sky. 
The entities can be restored to the eternal sky, once they are free of 
illusion. So, He comes Himself, in different incarnations, or else j_ie 
sends His confidential servants as Son or as teachers, to reclaim the 
conditioned souls. This reclaiming is no sectarian religious process. 
It is the eternal function of the eternal living entities in relationship 
with the Eternal Lord. 

"Sanatan Dharma" means the eternal religion. This word eternal 
is explained as something without beginning and without any end. We 
must accept it like this. The word religion is somewhat different from 
Sanatan Dharma. It means faith, and faith may change from one 
object to another. But Sana tan Dharma means that which cannot be 
changed. Liquidity cannot be taken from water. Heat cannot be taken 
from fire. Similarly, Sanatan Dharma cannot be taken from the living 
entities. We must find out the eternal function of the eternal living en
tities, in order to know what Sanatan Dharma is. Ramanujacharya says 
this has no beginning and no end. Some may feel that this is a some
what sectarian concept, but if we look deeper, we will see that Sanatan 
Dharma is the business of all the people of the world-nay, of all the 
living entities in the universe. 

Now a particular religious faith may have some beginning in the 
history of human society, but Sana tan Dharma lies outside of history, 
as it belongs to the living beings who have no birth and who never die. 
They continue to live after the destruction of the material body, just as 
they lived before its formation. 

Let us try to understand this eternal religion from the Sanskrit root 
word for "dharma." This word root, "dhr," means to sustain. There
fore, dharma is that quality which remains always and which cannot be 
taken away. When we speak of fire, it is·concluded that light and heat 
will be there. Otherwise we cannot call it fire. In a similar way, we 
must find the constant companion of the living being. That eternal part 
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or quality is his religion. 
When Sanatan Goswami asked Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu about 

"swarup, " or the real constitution of the living being, the Lord replied 
lliat the real constitution of the entity is to render service to the Lord. 
Extending this, we see that one being serves another living being in 
some capacity, and thus enjoys its life. An animal serves a man, a 
friend serves his friend, mother serves child, husband serves wife, 
Mr. A serves Mr. B, Mr. B serves Mr. C, and so on. There is no 
exception to service in the society of living beings. The politician con
vinces the voter of his capacity for service and thus gets his job. The 
artisan serves the merchant; the store owner serves his customer. In 

fact, no living being is exempted from rendering service to others. 
Service, then, is a thing which is the constant companion of the living 
being, and it can be concluded that rendering service is the eternal 
religion of the eternal living entity. 

When a man claims allegiance to some designated faith or sect, 
such as Hindu, Buddhist, Moslim, or Christian, this is not eternal. 
Such faiths can be changed. The Moslim may become a Christian, or 
the Christian may become a Hindu. Such changeable faith, therefore, 
is not religion. However, if one be Hindu, Moslim or Christian, one 
is always a servant. So the particular faith is not the religion; but 
service is the religion. 

We are in a relationship of service to the Supreme Lord. He is the 
Enjoyer, and we are His servants. We are created for His enjoyment, 
and if we accept that position, it makes us happy. Going back to our 
earlier example, fingers cannot be independently happy without the 
co-operation of the stomach. Similarly, the living entity cannot be happy 
without rendering service to the Supreme Lord. 

Worship of demi-gods is not approved in Bhagavad Gita because, .in 
the Seventh Chapter, Twenty-eighth verse, the Lord says, "Only those 
who are cast adrift by lust worship the demi-gods and not the Lord. " 

Now, when we speak of Krishna, we should remember that this is 
not a sectarian name. Krishna means all pleasure. Krishna, the sUprem e 
Lord, is the Reservoir of Pleasure. Our consciousness seeks happiness 
because we are part and parcel of the Lord. The Lord is always happy, 
and if we dovetail our activities with His, we will partake of His happiness. 

The Lord incarnates in order to show us His joyqus Nature and Pas
times. When Krishna was at Vrindaban, His activities with His friends, 
the cowherd boys, His girl friends, and all His other Pastimes were fuil 
of happiness. The whole population of Vrindaban was mad after Him. At 
this time, He even restricted His father from worshipping the demi-gods, 
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to show us that no one need worship any god but Him. 
The purpose of human life is to return to the Abode of the Lord. This 

is described in Bhagavad Gita, the description of the eternal sky. This is 
in Chapter 8, verses 19 and 20. We have a material concept of the sky, 
with the sun, stars, moon, etc. But the Lord says that in the eternal sky 
there is no need of sun or moon, nor of fire or electricity, because the 
spiritual sky is already illuminated by the "Brahmajyoti," the rays of the 
Supreme Lord. Brahmajyoti is in the spiritual sky and it is named Goloka. 
The Lord resides eternally in His supreme Abode, but He can be approached 
from here also. 

The Lord comes to manifest His real Form, Sat-Chit-Ananda Vigraha, 
so that we don't have to imagine what He is like. However, although the 
Lord comes among us and plays with us like a human being, we should. 
not think that He is one of us. It is because of His omnipotence that�e 
can come among us and show us His Pastimes. 

There are innumerable planets in the Brahmajyoti, just as there are 
.. in the material sky, but all these planets are spiritual, not material. The 

Lord says that anyone who can approach that spiritual sky need not re
turn to this material sky. In the material sky, even if we live on the 
highest planet, which is called Br�maloka, we must still suffer the mi
series of material existence. These miseries are four: birth, death, di
sease and old age; no material being is free of them .. 

The Lord says that the living entities are travelling from one planet to 
another. We need not rely upon mechanical arrangements to go to other 
planets. For anyone who wants to go to another planet, such as the moon, 
the Bhagavad Gita instructs that there is a simple formula-even to go to 
the highest planet. If we practice the process of worshipping the par
ticular demi-god of the particular planet, we can go there. 

Persons who worship demi-gods, 
mistaking them for God, can approach such 
planets where the demi-gods {such as Indra and 
Chandra) are. They are authorized representatives of 
God, entrusted with administration of material 
affairs. Such persons do not know what God 
actually is. Those who worship their 
ancestors reach the planets that their 
ancestors have reached. Those who worship 
material things remain in the realm of 
matter, and those who worship Me (Krishna), 
approach My Abode. {Gita VII; 20-23) 
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In this way, we can go to the sun, the moon, or any other planet. How

ever, Bhagavad Gita advises us not to go to any of these material planets. 

Not even the Brahmaloka, which can only be reached by me.chanical means 

after forty thousand years. In the spiritual sky there are innumerable 

planets which are never annih�lated, but there is one called Krishnaloka 

Vrindaban, which is the Supreme Planet. 

Bhagavad Gita gives us the opportunity to leave this material world 

and to go to that eternal existence in the eternal Abode of the Lord. 

The description of this material world is given in the Fifteenth Chap

ter of Bhagavad Gita. The material world is described as an Aswattha 

(Pipal) tree, which has its roots upward. Do you know of a tree whicfi 

has its roots upward? We have experience of this if we stand on the bank · 

of a river or reservoir. We can see, in the reflection, that the tree's 

roots are upward and its branches are downward. So this material wt>rld 
is a reflection of the spiritual world, just as the reflection of the tree 

from the bank is seen to be upside down. This material world is called 

shadow. In the shadow there cannot be any substance, yet we can under

stand from the shadow that there is a substance. In the reflection of the 

spiritual world there is no happiness, but in the spiritual world itseli, 
there is real happiness. 

The Lord suggests that the eternal spiritual world can be reached by 
one who is "nirmana moha." (B.G. 15; 5) Let us examine this phrase. 

We are all after designations. Artificially, we seek designations. Some

one wants to become Sir, or Lord, or President, or King, or rich. 

These designations belong to the body, but we do not. We are not body; 

we are pure spirit soul. As long as we are attached to such designations, 

we are associated with the three modes or qualities of material Nature. 

We must learn to become detached by entering into the service of the 

Lord. So long as we are not attracted by Devotional Service to the Lord, 

then we cannot be detached from the three modes of material Nature. 

The Lord says that these attachments are due to our lust: We want to be 

lords over the material Nature. And, as long as we want to lord it over 

material Nature, there is no chance of going back to the spiritual King

dom of God. That eternal Kingdom, which is not destructible like this 

material world, can be approached only by one who is not bewildered or 

attracted by this material Nature. One who is attracted by Devotional 

Service to the Lord can go to that eternal Kingdom. 

Our senses are so imperfect that we can11ot even see all the planets 

that exist in the material sky. Vedic literature gives us information of 

many worlds that exist here. But one should hanker after the spiiitual 

sky and the Supreme Kingdom. When one reaches the Supreme Kingdom, 
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he doesn't have to return to the material world. 
Now, a question may be raised: how do we approach the Abode of the 

Supreme Lord? In Chapter Eight, verses 5-8, the means for approaching 
the Lord's Supreme Abode are given: At the time of death, if one thinks 
of Krishna and remembers the Form of Kr�shna, and then quits the pre
sent body, he surely approaches the Spiritual Kingdom. Just as the tran
scendental nature of the Lord is Sat-Chit-Ananda Vigraha, so the Lord 
has His Form, but this Form is eternal. This present body of ours is 
not Sat-Chit-Ananda. This body is "asat," or perishable, full of ignorance, 
and not happy. 

The Lord says that when one quits this material body remembering 
the Form of Sri Krishna, he at once achieves his Sat-Chit-Ananda Vigr�a
the spiritual existence. This also applies to rebirj:h in this world. A man 

. dies when his next birth has been decided by higher authorities. The acts 
of this life are a preparation ground for the next life. We are preparir.g 
for the next life by the activities of this life. So, if we make preparations 
to go to the Abode of the Lord, we get a spiritual body, or spi{itual nature, 
like the Lord has. 

Now, there are different kinds of transcendentalists, as we have al
ready explained. There is the "Brahman-Vadi," the "Paramatman-Vadi," 
and the devotee. In the spiritual sky, or Brahmajyoti, there are innumer
able spiritual planets. The number of these planets is far greater than all 
the universes of the material world. The spiritual world represents three
fourths of the Creation. One -fourth of the Creation consists of innumerable 
universes like this one. Each universe has millions and millions of pla
nets, but all of these universes together comprise only one fourth of the 
whole Creation. 

Now, one who wishes to go to the Spiritual Abode, and wishes to enjoy 
the association of the Supreme Lord, enters into a planet of the spiritual 
sky. There are many names for these planets. Any transcendentalist who, 
at the time of death, thinks of the Brahmajyoti, or Supersoul or Sri 
Krishna, enters the spiritual sky, but only the devotees may go to the Lord. 
The Lord further says that there is no doubt of this. One should not dis
believe. When the Lord speaks, we should not reject any part of what He 
says. Arjuna, whom we should emulate, says, "I believe everything that 
You have said. " The Lord tells us that at the time of death, whoever 
thinks of Him will enter into the spiritual sky. There should be no doubt 
of this. 

Bhagavad Gita also describes how one should act in order to enter 
into the Spiritual Kingdom. Material Nature is a display of one of the 
energies of the Supreme Lord. In the Vishnu Purana, the energies of 
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the Supreme Lord have been summarized. The Lord has diverse, innu
merable energies, of which we cannot conceive. But great learned souls 
have summarized all of these energies into three categories: The first 
is the superior, or internal, potency of the Lord. That energy is tran
scendental. Next is the marginal energy, which lies between the spiritual 
and the material. Originally, all the living entities be long to the eternal su
perior energy. The third energy, matter, is in the mode of ignorance. Material 
energy is also from God. And we can. at death, either leave this ma-
terial world or remain here. Therefore, we are called marginal. 

We are accustomed to think in terms of material energy. How can 
we transfer our thinking of material energy into thinking of spiritual 
energy? There is so much literature of the material world, like novels, 
newspapers, etc. We must transfer our reading from these to the spiritual 
Vedic literature. The learned sages wrote a great deal of literature, like 
the Puranas. In Chaitanya Charitamrita there is a verse which reads: 
"The conditioned souls have forgotten their eternal relationship with the 
Lord, and are engrossed in thinking of material things. They should -

just transfer their thinking to the Lord. He has created so many Vedas 
for this purpose." 

At first, there were four Vedas. Then, He explained them by the 
Puranas. Then, for those incapable of understanding these, He gave the 
Mahabharata, in which there is the Bhagavad Gita. Then the Vedanta 
Sutra, which summarizes all Vedic knowledge. At last, the Vedanta 
Sutra was explained in Srimad Bhagwatam. 

Just as the materialist is always engaged in reading materialistic 
literature, so the devotee centers his reading capacity in this literature, 
so kindly presented by Vyasadeva, so that at the time of death the devotee 
may think of the Lord and go to Him. 

Krishna advises Arjuna not simply to go on remembering Him and 
give up his material duty. The Lord never suggests anything impractical. 
To maintain the material body, one has to work. The working world is 
divided into four parts: Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra. Each 
one works in a different way, as learned man, administrator, mercan
tiler, or laborer. The Lord advises us not to give up work, but to remem
ber Him always, along with the struggle for existence. This is Krishna 
Consciousness. Unless one does this, it is not possible to go to the Lord. 

Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu practiced Kirtan, or chanting. One should 
always chant the Name of the Lord, because the Name of the Lord and the 
Lord are not different. Lord Chaitanya' s instructions to always chant the 
Name of Krishna, and Krishna's injunction to remember Him always, are 
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not different. The Lord and His Name are not different from each other. 

In the absolute status, there is no difference between one thing and an

other. Since the Lord is absolute, there is no difference between His 

Name and Himself: He is omnipresent. We should know Him always, 

twenty-four hours a day. How is this possible? 

A very crude example is given by the great teachers: it is like a 

married woman who is in love with another man. Such an attachment is 

necessarily very strong. Now, the woman always wants to show her 

husband that she is busy in family affairs so that he won't suspect her 

having a lover. However, she is always thinking of her lover, although 

she carries on her household duties well-in fact, with greater care than 

she might if she had no lover. In the same way, we must establish our 

love for the Lord, and carry out our duties well. 

Krishna did not advise Arjuna to go off to the Himalayas to practice 

yoga. When the Lord described the system of yoga to him, Arjuna de

clined, saying that it was too difficult for him. But then the Lord said 

that one who thinks always of Him is the greatest yogi, the supermost 

seer, and the best devotee. The Lord said, "As a warrior, you cannot 

give up your fighting; but devote all your actions to Me." He also says 

that if one is completely surrendered to Him there is no doubting. 

One has to learn this process of Krishna Consciousness. To do so, 

one should approach a person who is fixed firmly in this consciousness. 

The mind is always flying from this thing to that, serving no real benefit. 

One must learn to fix the mind always on the Supreme Lord. The mind 

is very restless, and difficult to manage, but one can concentrate the 

ear on the sound of Krishna. The Supreme Personality of Godhead can 

be approached by one who is constantly thinking of Him in this way. 

These processes are given in Bhagavad Gita. No one is barred from 

them. Hearing of Lord Krishna is possible for everyone, even a human 

being in the lowest status of life. Laborer, tradesman, or woman-these 

are counted in the category of less fully developed intelligence; but the 

Lord says that even one lower than this-anyone, in fact, who accepts 

this principle of devotional service and accepts the Supreme Lord as the 

highest Goal of life, can approach the perfection -of human existence. This 

is the one permanent solution of life. 

This is the sum and substance of Bhagavad Gita. 

The conclusion is that Bhagavad Gita is a transcendental literature 

that should be read very carefully. If one follows the instructions, he 

can be freed of all fears and sufferings in this life, and attain a spiritual 

birth in the next life. 
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Another result is that if one reads Bbagavad Gita seriously and re

verently, then the reactions of his past deeds will no longer effect him. 

The Lord says, in the end, that He Himself takes the responsibility 

to indemnify all the reactions of sins for one who comes to Him. One 

cleanses himself daily by bathing in water, but for one who once bathes 

in the sacred Ganges water of Bhagavad Gita, the dirt of past sins is 

washed away for all time. If one reads Bhagavad Gita regularly and 

attentively, no other literature is needed. 

In the present age, people are engaged by so many things that they 

have no time to devote their energy to other topics. However, one who 

simply reads Bhagavad Gita need not read any other Vedic literature. 

Bhagavad Gita is the essence of all Vedic knowledge. It is said that one 

who drinks the water of the Ganges will be freed from sin. Similarly, 

one who studies Bhagavad Gita has no need of any other literature what

ever. Lord Krishna is the original Vishnu, the Ultimate End of all know

ledge and of all seeking after knowledge, and He is present in the teaching 

of the Gita. 
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